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Lie Nilpotent and Solvable Associative Algebras 
First we consider nine properties of an associative algebra analogous to 
properties of nilpotent Lie algebras and connected nilpotent algebraic groups. 
We demonstrate the order of implication of these properties and that all nine 
properties are equivalent when the ground field is algebraically closed. 
Next n-c consider eight properties of an associative algebra analogous to 
properties of solvable Lie algebras of characteristic zero and connected solv- 
able algebraic groups of any characteristic. We demonstrate the order of 
implication of these properties and that all eight properties are equivalent 
when the ground field is algebraically closed and of characteristic different 
from 2. 
Unless specified to the contrary associative algebras are assumed to have 
unit, subalgebras have the same unit as the over algebra, algebra homo- 
morphisms preserve unit, modules are unital, etc. 
Let .-1 be a finite dimensional associative algebra over the field k. Let 
{ei],?Sl be the minimal orthogonal central idempotents of z-l so that if .-I, A-l~, 
then (A jj arc the indecomposable summands of z-1. Let R dcnotc the Jacobson 
radical of =f For each i, =I, is an ideal in A-I, but .3 i is also an associative 
algebra with unit ci 1,et Ii, be the Jacobson radical of .-I, considered as an 
associative algebra with unit. Of course R, Iki 
Z(A) denotes the center of ,-I. .-I-m denotes the underlying Lie algelrra of A 
with respect to [a, /I] nh - hn for N, b F .-I. 
\Ve consider the following nine statements about --I: 
I. For each finite dimensional left :I-module M, I\1 can bc written as 
the direct sum of submodules M -: I;‘:, AZj , where for each n E A, the 
restriction of a to rll, is a scalar plus a nilpotent transformation. 
* Supported in part by XSF GP 25600. 
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7 i. Each indecomposable summand of A can be represented faikhfully 
by matrices of the form 
h * 
i l i ,o A 
3. zf has a iI\‘edderburn factor which is central in A. 
4. For each indecomposable summand of .-I, .I;:R, is a purely 
inseparable field extension of k. 
5 _ A :p R + Z(A), the sum not necessarilv direct. 
6. There is a chain of ideals of ,-I, d -= I,, I) II 1 I, 3 ... 3 I,,, iI 0, 
whcrc the image of Ii is central in 9’li~, , for i o,..., ll?. 
7. .-1~ is a nilpotent Lie algebra. 
8. All idempotents in ,-1 arc central. 
9. For each indecomposable summand of ;I, .Ai:Rj is a field. 
(b) If k is separably closed, then statements 4, 7, and 9 are equiz?alent. 
(c) [f k is pecfect, then statements 3, 5, 6, and 7 me equivalent. 
(d) Jf k is algebraically closed, then all nine statements are equivalent. 
~h-FINITION. ,I finite dimensional associative algebra is called Lie 
nilpotent if it satisfies condition 7. 
Notice that if L is a field extension of k then A-1 satisfies condition 7 if and 
only if .-1 [$,,.I, satisfies condition 7. This is true because for subspaces 
I, -rVCA, 
CJondition 3 of course implies that the Wcdderburn factor of d is com- 
mutative so that .4/R is commutative. But also since separable Weddtrburn 
factors are conjugate by inner automorphism condition 3 implies that A’ has 
a unique \Vedderburn factor if it is separable. 
C’ondition 6 is the condition of nilpotency in the category of associative 
d,gdX~S. 
One should compare the properties of nilpotcnt associative algebras with 
the properties of nilpotent Lie algebras and connected nilpotent algebraic 
groups. (Condition 1 shows that they have similar module theoretic properties. 
Condition 5 corresponds to the property of connected nilpotent algebraic 
groups being the direct product of a unipotent group by a torus. To get the 
actual connection between associative algebras, I& algebras, and algebraic 
groups one must dualize the notion of “nilpotent associative algebra” to 
“conilpotent coalgebra.” It then turns out that if (‘ is the coalgebra of 
representative functions of a finite dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra or C is 
the coalgebra of polynomial functions on a connected nilpotent affine 
algebraic group, then C is a conilpotent coalgebra. The details of this 
dualization are left to the interested reader. 
SOLVAHILIT\ 
We consider the following eight statements about 3: 
1. A can be faithfully represented by upper triangular matrices, 
2. All simple r-l-modules are one dimensional. 
3 - .4 contains a commutative subalgebra B with --I = K $- B, the 
sum not necessarily direct. 
4. R3 [Lg, A] or 9/R is a commutative algebra. 
5. .-2/k! is commutative hence a field for each maximal ideal // of .-l. 
6. There is a chain of ideals in -.-1 
where the image of Jj in d/I, ,~l is commutative, j 0 W? 
7. There is a chain of subspaces 
where IJ, C I, , Ijl,, I C I, -., 3 1,, ,lj (so that Ii ‘, is an ideal in the associative 
algebra not necessarily with unit Ii) and I,/I, , I is commutative, forj -= 0 ,..., PYI. 
8. :3~- is a solvable Lie algebra. 
THEOREhl II. (a) The following implications holds for the above eig-kt 
statements: 
1 .G. 2 ;i 3 -. 4 .z. 5 ;:. 6 .A:- 7 ~2. 8. 
(b) If k is algebraically closed, then statements l--7 aye equi?alenr. 
(c) If k is pevfert, then statements 3-7 are eyuiralent. 
(d) [f k has charactrristic drze’erent from 2, then statements 4-8 aye 
equiealent. 
(e) Jf k has char-arteristic 2, and Ld $J,,. k has no simple modules which 
are two dimensional oz’ey k (or A a@,, k has no quotient a[Tehva qf the form Iif(2, k) 
then conditions 4-8 are eyuizalent. (k de?lotes the algebraic closure ?f k.) 
Ih’INITIOix. A finite dimensional associative algebra is called solvable 
if it satisfies the equivalent conditions 447. 
Notice that if I, is a field extension of k then A-l is a solvable k algebra if and 
onlv if .+I @,:I, is a solvable I, algebra. This is easily seen bv means of 
condition 7. If .d = I,, 1 I, T> .‘. 3 I,,, -i _= 0 is a chain of k subspaces 
satisfying condition 7 then aJ f&/, I, -= 1,) @,,L 11, &J,, I, 3 ... 1 I,,,> i & I, =: 0 
is a chain of L subspaccs in zil @,>.L satisfying condition 7. C’onversely, if - _ 
d4 Q,;L = Z{,~II,~ “‘Ilz,,,,, 0 is a chain of L subspaces in -1 s>,:L 
satisfving condition 7 let I, ~~~ .-l n Pi where we identify .1 with =1 (3,; k C 
-4 &;I,: I,, then A .m~m I0 I) 1, 3 .‘. 1 I,,,-. i 0 is a chain of lz subspaces in d 
satisfying condition 7. 
C’ondition 7 is the condition of solvability in the category of associative 
algebras not necessarily having unit. 
(‘ondition 4 implies that if 1 is an ideal of ,-1 then 1 is a maximal left ideal 
if and onI\. if I is a maximal two-sided ideal if and only if 1 is a m:a\imal 
right ideal. 
One should compare the properties of solvable associative algebra:5 with 
the properties of solvable Lie algebras of characteristic zero and connected 
solvable algebraic groups. Conditions I and 2 show that thev have similar 
module-representation properties. Over an algebraically closed field k a 
solvable associative algebra has a 1Vedderburn factor of the form k 0 ‘.. ~1; k. 
This corresponds to the property of a connected solvable affine algebraic 
group being the semidirect product of a unipotent group by a torus. Again 
to get the actual connection between associative algebras, Lie algebras and 
algebraic groups one must dualize the notion of “solvable associative algebra” 
to “cosolvable coalgebra.” From condition 4 one deduces that a coalgebra is a 
cosolv-able if and only if its coradical is cocommutative. It then turns out that 
if (1’ is the coalgebra of representative functions of a finite dimensional Lie 
algebra of characteristic zero or C is the coalgebra of polynomial functions 
on a connected solvable affine algebraic group then C is a cosolvable coalgebra. 
Iiecrntl!, Sullivan has shown that over an algebraically closed field if G is 
any afhne group scheme represented by a Hopf algebra vvhich is cos&ab/e 
as a coalgehra then G is the semidirect product of a unipotent affine ;;roup 
scheme bv a toroidal affine group scheme. Yo assumption that G be conn,ected 
I-educed br algebraic is necessary [3]. 
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PKOOF OF THEOKEN I 
I .:_, 2. Let 111 be a faithful finite dimensional A-module. Then I. e;Jl 
is a faithful (unital) finite dimensional z4,-module. Let p: .4, ---f End IV be 
the representation of &4, in End I-. If statement 1 holds then ~(‘4~) 
k c:’ p(R;). Since p is injectivc this implies that .4, kri (I- R, This implies 2. 
(‘onversely, the condition 2 implies that .4, ke, & H, If AII is an! 
A-module Al ii’,, P,J/ and the piAl have the desired propert; in 1. 
2 3. As observed in the preceding paragraph, condition 2 is equivalent 
to 34, ke, 07, R; Thus, 7’ ,” ; Ize, is a central Wedderburn factor of .A. 
2 -:- 4. Again by 2 Ai kc, t ) R; so that . I,:K, ^i- k as a field. This is 
surely a purely inseparable extension of k. 
3 -:- 5. If 1’ is the central \\:edderburn factor of 3 then 7’C Z(d). Since 
il I’ $1) R it follows that .4 %(A) ; K. 
5 -., 6. Let =I I,, and Ii RJ. I3y 5 any 0 i- -4 can be bvritten u z -- I 
with z E Z(A), r E I?. Let 7T: .4 ..4:I, , be the canonical map. C’learl!~ 
n(1,) commutes with n(n) and n(r). 
6 -- 7 is clear since associative ideals in -4 are IA ideals in .4 -. 
7 ~2‘- 8 follows from a trick. ITor r an idempotent in -&I, u E -4, 
[P, u] = eu ~~ ae, 
[e, [e, a]] ~~- m ~~- 2eae + ae, 
[e, [P, [e, u]]] (‘1 -~ ur. 
Thus, ([e, --] -) ad e m: (ad e)l for odd i. B!- Engel’s theorem [2, p. 12, 
Corollary 21 ad e must be nilpotent if -1 is a nilpotent Lie algebra. Thus, 
ad e : 0 and e is central. 
7 :' 9. Since A <+> di , if d is Lie nilpotent, then rl i is Lie nilpotent. 
and (Ai/&) is Lie nilpotent. ‘I’hus, ,4,/R, satisfies 7 and since it has been 
shown that 7 A- 8 it follow-s that all idempotents in .4JR, are central. By 
Wedderhurn theory ;IijRi is the tensor product over /r of a division algebra 
and a matrix algebra. Since all idempotents in AJRi are central the matrix 
algebra must be lz, (I :: I matrices). Thus, A4j/Rf is a division algebra. Let K 
be the center of -ilj, R, and let 1, be a splitting field for A4jllRI over K, , thus, 
for some 1. There is a natural associative algebra surjection 
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Since (=li.‘R,) is Lie nilpotent so is (,4,,!Ri) @,(L and hence :IZ(t, I,) must be 
Lie nilpotent. This implies that t :~ I. Thus (by counting dimension say) 
K _-l,:R, , which gives statement 9. 
4 7. Since .-I = is -4; to show that .,I is Lie nilpotent it sutlices to 
prove that each &-J- is Lie nilpotent. Thus we may assume that -1 i:i indc- 
compc~sable and -II .J’R is a purely inseparable field extension of k. 
The natural map M (%I,, d E’l, dl is surjective with nilpotent kernel. 
Thus the radical of A a6. ill (as an M algebra) has /z :a,, .21 as a complement 
and .A <?I, .I1 satisfies condition 3. By what we have alread!- shown we knon 
that 3 7.. 7. Thus, (:I $s,:,, AZ) is Lie nilpotcnt which implies that .I is 
Lie nilpotent. 
This completes the proof of part (a). When h is separably closed 9 and 4 
are the same statements so that part (b) follows from part (a). 
Suppose lz is perfect. Then --I admits a Wedderburn factor I/‘, where 
A JJ’ ,k R. Aloreover, li 0,; k is the radical of .-1 $?,, I; and W @,, k is a 
IVedderburn factor. If --1 is Lie nilpotent then so is d $&k and by 7 ~:* 8 
it follows that all idempotents in =1 @:),: k are central. Since JV ($,, h is a 
semisimple k algebra it is the direct sum of matrix algebras over k ‘I%e 
condition of idempotents being central implies that all thr matrix algebras 
must be isomc,rphic to k. Thus, 
and Ji’ <! ,, k is spanned I~), idempotents. Again using that idempotents of 
_-J @,,. /z are central it follows that W I$,: k IS central in --I 13,: k. This implies 
that If T is central in -4, and condition 3 is satisfied. i\;ou part (c) follows from 
part (a). 
Finall\- suppose that k is algebraically closed. Let TV be a Wedderburn 
factor in .g and suppose that =-1 satisfies condition 8. As shown ,just ab’ove in 
the proof of part (c), (for W @,, k) it follows that JV g k [’ ... @ k and M’ 
is central in A. Let e be an idempotent in z?. Then k . I .~ k P is a separable 
subalgcbra of -4, and there is an invertible element u t ‘-I, where 
21(/z 1 -~ /z P) I1 1 C IV. Thus, u eu~ l t: II’ and e u ~‘(~eu~~) u E u m’J~J/u. 
Since JJ- is central in z-I it follows that e E W. Let (f,l be the minimal 
orthogonal idempotents of J+‘. Then {J1j are the minimal orthogonal central 
idempotents of -1 and Q”;i m-m {e,.:. Thus from 
it follo\vs that Ai ~ Ae, ke, + Re, As observed earlier -4, -~ kr, (‘1 R, 
implies condition 2. Now 8 --- 2 together with parts (a), (b), and (c) gives 
part (d). 
I -: 2. Let 211 be a faithful iinitc dimensional =I-module. II; condition 2. 
.1I has a chain of submodules 
where M. ryl,lNi is one dimensional for i 0 ,..., t. C‘hoose ~1, 6 .lf / n-here 
mi $;llj 1 for i =m I,..., t -:- I. Then [wzl\i’: IS a basis for 122 and the represen- 
tation of .4 by matrices arising from the basis [i72,z}i:i is upper triangular. 
Conversely let Y(t, k) denote the algebra of upper triangular t t matrices. 
Let Y(t, k) denote the strictly upper triangular 1 f matrices, (zeros along 
the diagonal). Then uY(t, k) is the radical of Y(t, k) and T(t, k) Y(t, k) py 
ii 1.“ ... m/Y, k (&times). Let 7~: Y(t, h) + 12 :I ... ,!I /i (t-times) be a wrjective 
algebra homomorphism with kernel t~Y(t, ii). 
If =1 is a subalgebra of Y(t, h) then .-1 n Y(t, k) tics in the radical of ‘4. 
Since n(:J) is a subalgebra of k i-i:, ... f’-: 13 (t-times) it follows that ~(~-1) is of 
the form k c,z ... (11, k (a number of times). 
Thus, ~(~4) is semisimple and .4 n Y(t, k) is the radical of .-1. ‘I’hus, 
.-l:R =g k f:G ... 3, k (a number of times) and all simple --l-modules arc one 
dimensional. 
1 3. As shown immediateI> abo\e, condition 1 implies that 
.-l/R ~4 /z ‘+: .‘. Ej k a separable k-algebra. Thus, .-I has a Wedderburn factor 
lf7 g h (5, ‘$ k and M,’ is commutative. This given condition 3. 
3 z-. 4. Let 7i be the natural map from .-I 1: .-l R. By condition 3, 
n(B) .J/R and so condition 4 holds. 
4 0 5. Since 
4 :- 6. Follows simply letting ‘4 f,, and K’ I, for j - 0. 
6 -:- 7. 7 -> 8. Roth of these implications are clear. 
7 m.. 5. In this demonstration of 7 ~,- 5 the term “algebra” is uxd to 
mean associative algebra not necessarily z&h unit and so no unit condition is 
assumed about subalgebras. Assume that z4 satisfies statement 7 and that /Y 
is a maximal two-sided ideal of */3. C’hoosc 1 whew 
Let ,di, I, n .,/2 a two-sided ideal in I, , (fj is a subalgebra of .-J). 
suppos” t 0. Then fl T) 1, and .-I ‘. JY is commutative sinw .-I ‘I, is. 
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Sllp}x’“e t 0. Then I fl $ I, and by maximality of L // it follows that 
.4 .A -~ I, . Thus, 
If t -= I then A!, 1 I? and z-I/,// ‘2 Ir/CU, is commutative since Z,/r, is 
commutatke. If 1 ‘J-- I then A’i 0 1, 
Since I, I //, z =2/. A’, it follows that .A!, is a maximal ideal in I, and so 
“J1 IL =~ I, Thus 
Continuing we end up with 
and I, ‘Vt is commutative since At 3 I,, i . This shows that 7 G- 5. 
‘1I:e have proved part (a). 
Suppose k is algebraically closed. Then condition 5 implies that .$..fl 3 /z 
for each maximal ideal A’ of A. 
This certainly implies condition2,which together with part(a)gi part(b). 
Suppose k is perfect then ;1 has a \I’edderburn factor W and IV-g &4/K. 
Thus II- is commutative if condition 4 holds and hence condition 3 holds. 
Together with part (a) this gives part (c). 
Finally suppose condition 8 holds for .3. Let k be the algebraic closure of k. 
Then condition 8 holds for A 0,: k. Let Tg denote the radical of A @)k k. 
Since k is algebraicallv closed 1=3 ok R)/.SY is the direct sum of matrix algebras 
over k and since (-4 @I~ k) is Lie solvable, the matris algebras must be Lie 
solvable. 
Tl’hat arc the Lit solvable matrix algebras over li? Only h when the 
characteristic of K is different from 2. When the characteristic of k is 2 the Lie 
solvable matris algebras over k are k and M(2, k). These results are easil! 
verified. 
Suppose the characteristic of h is different from 2. Then (--l @,,. k:l/:H e 
Lx i! “’ 5 k (a number of times). Thus, =1 oi, k satisfies 4. We have alread! 
shown that condition 4 implies condition 7 and that if condition 7 holds for 
.4 i; ,, h then it holds for A. Thus with part (a) we have part (d). 
Suppose k has characteristic 2 and .4 0,; k has no two dimensional simple 
modules then -W(2, k) cannot occur among the matrix algebras over h of 
which (.-1 I,A k)/@ is the direct sum. Thus (-1 @$,, k)&’ ‘“- k @ .‘. (3 k 
(a number of times). As in the preceding paragraph this shows that z-I 
satisfies condition 7. With part (a) this proves part (e). 
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